THE  RELIEF OF THE  ALCAZAR AT  TOLEDO
to a point where we could actually see the roofs of Toledo
rising in the thin river mist before us, and view the Alcazar
itself.
I shall never forget that first sight of Toledo. We went
forward along a broad mule-track which ran between two
stubble fields. The banks were still green, and a tiny pale
purple flower—I could not remember Its name—was
growing in profusion. On either side of us were batteries,
and overhead Red "planes and Nationalist 'planes were
having a dog-fight. From time to time Red bombers
would appear, and then to the sound of a whistle every
one would flatten himself down on the ground and remain
motionless. The theory, right or wrong, was that
motionless figures even in line could not be detected at
the height at which the bombers flew, whereas the slightest
motion would at once betray both the Nationalist line of
Infantry and its batteries. There was nothing to be done
but to obey orders, hide one's face In the stubble, and
watch the spiders and the ants fight for the body of a
disabled caterpillar. Finally we were allowed up again,
and cautiously two at a time to move forward to where
the Moors were lying In rough-made trenches—the front
line—looking down on Toledo
There was the town, with a cloud of smoke hanging
over it hke a canopy. There was the Tagus almost sur-
rounding It, there its walls, and there the towers of the
cathedral. Where, however, the huge square-built Alca-
zar with Its great towers, its great facade? Could It be
that? That smoking heap of ruins? Yes, that was all
there was left of the Alcazar* Gone were the proud
towers, gone the great roof supported by the huge facade
and lateral walls. Gone the noble facade and the walls
themselves. Here and there a shaft of masonry raised
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